
Nothing Betrayals could Turn the Upside Down World !!! 2014/7/16

How to overcome stubborn,but desperate conservatism causing own extinction.

[１]：Failure Growing toward Social Collapse<analysis on the cause>
Author now has been watching massive peoples corruption in climate decaying world
due to insidious conspiration.Corrupting is consequence of disability in solving

problems coming after and after. Conclusion is striking out inner Betrayals!

In today,one should not easily tell on democracy,because 20-21th century may be most
singular ear having realized invisible,but the strongest plutocracy(oligarchy hereditary)
ruling by growing the monopolized capitalism after the world war 2nd. .Children<elite
class bribed> of rich father are to be obedient with powers<top black triangle> who give
them.People follow who give them bread,while not follow who can’t give.

＊Hitler's marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite

aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult

group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of

them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would

be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side

of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European

social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .

＊The Ghost of NAZIS.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
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[２]：Diagnosis on the causes of Collapses.
problems disability＝

only own care,but not whole ones

possible solution

Now almost will not act due to invisibleness of hell ,but when having visible is too late.

Climate
Collapse

＊more than 80%CO2 cut

＊Arctic cooling geo-engineering

both is possible,but the fact is hidden

Certainly the problem is

outrageously too big,

Though coming climate hell is more

outrageously too big！!,.

People could do best once they
accepted fact !!!.
Trust and Bet it by making
emergent global people’s strong

solidarity !!!!!

desperate

conspired

synchronized ensemble paralyzing
due to outrageous big failure of CO2

conspiration strong will of conserving oil regime

education

conspired

absence of global propaganda

absence of plan for countermeasure
substantial sabotage of scientists

desperate absence of trusting massive others

egoism

conspired

no own problem for the time being

＝substantial inner betrayals

Wealthy has been hiding their huge assets in plutocracy regime of the world

Financial
Collapse

＊0＝total debts－total bonds.
hiding the zero sum theorem !!!!!

Anti-Democratic World:

Nation and people are those who

should be exploited by the

supremacy.....the Skull & Bonds

Now the world has been ruling by

Bilderberg the nobility hereditary
of UK,USA imperials.

conspiration substantial sabotage of economists

conspiration strong will of conserving the regime

plutocracy by oligarchy the wealthy

conspiration Inflation policy by massive money
printing. government revenue

collapse toward no social welfare

conspiration anti-communism,socialism pressure

no thinking possibility of planed
economy in climate war time

global disobedience movement
by global solidarity making
Global surplus money must be paid

for Climate Fixing Policy.egoism

conspired

Inner betrayals against solidarity
making



problems disability
only own-self care,but not for whole

possible solution

Established media and education institutes are betrayals against nation people.
Without decisive fatal fact such as climate,they has been driving people toward hell.

Media-
Education
Collapse

＊Who rule must be able,while who

are ruled should be disable as

possible. .....authors observation

Facts is nonfavorable in plutocracy

Truth is decisive in genuine politics

media

corruption

entirely agitate desires in consuming
regime by the capitalism

facts hiding,distorting

no commercial media,

but make by own-self media

education

corruption

skill in business is recommended,

while others are suppressed

competition,but not cooperation

how to become who can find and

solve problem by own-self

political-con

sequence

It is better as people becomes more

unwise in plutocracy for wealthy.
divide and rule in slavery regime

global strong solidarity making
by unique truth.

elites betrayal against nation people. leaders training

In coming climate collapse era ,foods and energy would become decisive.

Foods production and climate are co-body,which must be solved simultaneously !!

Foods
Collapse

＊coming climate collapse would

heavily damage foods production

It’s decisive problem to live or not

climate crisis The serious emergent fact must be

aware by all.

big Co ruling climate crisis is so big,that non

individual can solve,but nations can

establishing

self sufficient regions
Job

conversion

the strong conservatism against

conversion in industry and jobs

becoming soldiers by all as national

strategy



[３]：The high technicalized Anachronism has been still ruling on.
In Middle East,Ukraine,Latin America,and East Asia(China,Korea,Japan),author noticed

an evil which has been causing corrupting and use_less-full disputes in those regions.

Those could be summarized as a simple dynamics due to the ideology.

Ⅰ:People and Nation are those who should be exploited by supremacists hereditary.
“Nation people and genius are tools of monarch”.

Ⅱ:Perpetual war strategy by setting enemy toward hegemony winning.
.“Peace era is mere a white page of history, of wich tedious is not suitable for mankind”

...........G.W.Hőgel’s philosophy in the feudalism Preusen in 19th century.

It is entirely upside down philosophy against the Bible teach(justice,truth,philanthropy).

You may be astonished with the terrible anachronism,but it is decisive fact of fundamental
strategy of Skull & Bonds the secret society which manipulated G.Bush Junior in the 9/11
pseudo terror in USA and following Middle East Wars(2001).They are called military
industry complex with CIA the fascism or reincarnated NAZIS power in USA.
Their emperor is Rockefeller the most wealthy hereditary family in USA.
⑴Dispute on regional territory<Israel and Palestine,East Asia>

⑵Dispute between racial territory<Ukraine>

⑶Dispute on Political Class Struggles with US Imperialism<Latin America>

⑷Invisible domestic hegemony struggle

⑸Invisible domestic democracy corrupting

⑹Invisible domestic anti-class struggling

Author consider it possible that very few evil someone may have been conspiring global
hegemony.However he consider it too miserable that overwhelming people has been
obeying in such the terrible anachronism regime.The clever and insidious mechanism of
ruling may be as follows in USA-Japan<the NAZIS ally>.

elite class
bribed

lower class

It is not that from beginning,there had been evil ruling、

but from certain era(1960?), those had been gradually

growing without noticing.Once they would have

recognized the fact,the situation had become worsen

and hard to be turned. Let’s see left fig,elite class bribed

They has been betrayals against nation and people.
They are elites in bureaucracy,media,research and

education.Unless their decisive repentance,the world

would not be changed and go toward extinction.
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[４]：How to Awaken？！！.
It has substantially been hiding,but the top priority problem of the now world is climate.
However,in global massive people, apathy,ignorant,and desperate feeling has been
ruling.It is those feelings that could cause massive synchronized paralyzing against fatal
crisis. In order to accomplish global salvation,two simultaneous operations is decisive.

Climate
Collapse

＊more than 80%CO2 cut

＊Arctic cooling geo-engineering

Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,Though coming climate hell is more

outrageously too big！!,.People could do best once they accepted fact !!!.
Trust and Bet it by making emergent global people’s strong solidarity !!!!!

By anyhow,it could not be possible only by own will,but by massive agreement to act.

Then could you imagine how massive the others think the problem ??.

If people considered it impossible,it would be impossible,

while they found it possible ,it would be possible.

Now author considered that he had showed it possible.So he has been urging your

emergent decisive and massive agreement.Time left for us is not so much !!!!!!
Following webpages are not complete at now,so author wish your joining the R&D.

General information on climate policy design in climate war time.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Arctic cooling geo-engineering
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

New energy technology for more than 80%CO2 cut
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

How to accomplish global agreement on climate policy
http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf

[５]：The perverse and conservative people who has been denying the fatal facts.
It is wealthy,conservative and old men in USA,Canada,Australia,China,Japan and EC who

has been against the climate facts. They are people who monopolized global capitalism
which had accomplished the unprecedented prosperity,but deadly corrupted climate

environments.Now they has been still haughty,because massive silly their subordinates
has been following them toward own extinction(in the upside down world).

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf

